Abstract. We prove that if a prime > 3 divides p k − 1, where p is prime, then there is a congruence modulo , like Ramanujan's mod 691 congruence, for the Hecke eigenvalues of some cusp form of weight k and level p. We relate to primes like 691 by viewing it as a divisor of a partial zeta value, and see how a construction of Ribet links the congruence with the Bloch-Kato conjecture (theorem in this case). This viewpoint allows us to give a new proof of a recent theorem of Billerey and Menares. We end with some examples, including where p = 2 and is a Mersenne prime.
Introduction
Let ∆(z) = q ∞ n=1 (1 − q n ) 24 = ∞ n=1 τ (n)q n = q − 24q 2 + 252q 3 − 1472q 4 + . . ., where q = e 2πiz . Let σ r (n) = d|n, d>0 d r . It was discovered by Ramanujan that, for all n ≥ 1, τ (n) ≡ σ 11 (n) (mod 691). The significance of ∆ is that it is the unique normalised cusp form of weight 12 for the full modular group SL 2 (Z), while 691 is a prime dividing the numerator of ζ(12)/π 12 , where ζ(s) = ∞ n=1 1 n s is the Riemann zeta function. The congruence for general n follows from the special case that for all primes q, τ (q) ≡ 1 + q 11 (mod 691), using the multiplicative relations for τ implied by ∆ being a Hecke eigenform. There are several proofs of this congruence, and of its generalisations to weights other than 12. The proof we give of the main theorem below is an adaptation of one such proof. Theorem 1.1. Let p be prime and let k ≥ 4 be an even integer. Suppose that > 3 is a prime such that ord ((p k − 1)(B k /2k)) > 0, where B k is the k th Bernoulli number. Then there exists a normalised eigenform (for all T q for primes q = p) f = ∞ n=1 a n q n ∈ S k (Γ 0 (p)), and some prime ideal λ| in the field of definition Q f = Q({a n }) such that a q ≡ 1 + q k−1 mod λ for all primes q = p.
If ord (B k /2k) > 0 then f may be taken to be a normalised eigenform in S k (SL 2 (Z)), and this is the straightforward generalisation of Ramanujan's congruence. Here we are more concerned with the case that ord (B k /2k) = 0 but | (p k − 1), and this is where it becomes necessary, in general, to increase the level. G. Harder was led to believe that such congruences (and others) exist, via reasoning involving Eisenstein cohomology [H] . In Section 2 we give a proof, mildly generalising a well-known proof of Ramanujan's congruence and its analogues. (We construct an Eisenstein series of weight k for Γ 0 (p), vanishing mod at both cusps.
We lift it to a cusp form in characteristic 0, then show that this may be replaced by a Hecke eigenform, using the Deligne-Serre lemma.) In Section 3 we view such congruences from a direction different from Harder's, as connected with the BlochKato conjecture for a partial Riemann zeta function with the Euler factor at p missing. An as in the previous paragraph occurs in the value at s = k of this partial zeta value only because of the missing Euler factor, so we still follow Harder in describing these congruences as being of local origin. In Section 4 we use this (and Theorem 1.1 to give new proofs of theorems of Billerey and Menares, after reformulating their conjecture on level-raising for reducible Galois representations. (We are grateful to an anonymous referee for directing us to the preprint of Billerey and Menares.) In Section 5 we look at some numerical examples, in particular the case in which p = 2 and is a Mersenne prime.
2. Proof of Theorem 1.1 2.1. Definitions and notation. Let f (z) = ∞ n=0 a n q n , where q = e 2πiz , be an element of the space M k (SL 2 (Z)) of modular forms of weight k for the full modular group. The subspace S k (SL 2 (Z)) of cusp forms is the kernel of the map f → f ([∞]) = a 0 . It has a complement spanned by the weight k Eisenstein series, which can be scaled to have the following q-expansion:
For any prime number p we have the congruence subgroup Γ 0 (p) of SL 2 (Z) defined by the condition p | c. The action of Γ 0 (p) on P 1 (Q) has two orbits, represented by 0 and ∞, so Γ 0 (p)\H (the complex points of the open modular curve Y 0 (p)) is compactified to Γ 0 (p)\H * (i.e. X 0 (p)(C)) by the addition of the two cusps [0] and
and has a 2-dimensional complement spanned by F k and
Associated with the matrix 0 −1 p 0 we have the operator W p defined by
, and it is easy to check that W p maps M k (Γ 0 (p)) to itself. We would also scale by p −k/2 if we wanted an involution (the Fricke involution). Note that z → −1/pz exchanges the cusps [0] and [∞] .
. This Hecke operator preserves M k (SL 2 (Z)) and S k (SL 2 (Z)), and for q = p it preserves M k (Γ 0 (p)) and S k (Γ 0 (p)). The Eisenstein series F k is an eigenfunction for each T q , with eigenvalue 1 + q k−1 , and the same can be said of H k if we restrict to q = p. The space S k (SL 2 (Z)) has a basis of simultaneous eigenforms for all the T q . If f = ∞ n=1 a n q n is such an eigenform then necessarily a 1 = 0, and if f is scaled such that a 1 = 1 then it is said to be normalised.
is an eigenform for all the T q then f (pz) is an eigenform for all the T q with q = p. The space of old forms is spanned by the f (z) and f (pz) for f ∈ S k (SL 2 (Z)). It has a complement in S k (Γ 0 (p)), the new subspace, spanned by normalised simultaneous eigenforms, for all q = p, which are also eigenfunctions for the operator
Above we have considered complex vector spaces of modular forms and cusp forms, defined as spaces of certain holomorphic functions on the upper half plane, but for arithmetic purposes it is useful to adopt Katz's definition of a modular form over a ring R as a certain functor on a category of elliptic curves over R-algebras, with level structure [K] . A convenient reference for the definition is Section 1 of [E] . Let S k (Γ 0 (p), Z ) be the Z -module of cusp forms over Z of weight k. In the notation of [E] , this is M 0 (p, k, ) Z with the character chosen to be trivial.
Likewise we consider S k (Γ 0 (p), F ).
2.2. The proof. Recall the normalised Eisenstein series F k , and 
Hence
, which is 0 (mod ). It follows from the q-expansion principle that the reduction of
(This is where we use > 3.) Hence g is the reduction of some element g ∈ S k (Γ 0 (p), O λ ), with O λ the ring of integers in some finite extension K λ of Q . Let F be the residue field of O λ . The Hecke operators T q for primes q = p commute and act on S k (Γ 0 (p), F ), with g a common eigenvector, eigenvalue 1 + q k−1 for T q . By the Deligne-Serre lemma [DeSe, Lemme 6.11] , there exists a common eigenvector f ∈ S k (Γ 0 (p), O λ ), with O λ the ring of integers in some finite extension K λ of K λ , with eigenvalues a q ≡ 1 + q k−1 (mod λ). It is easy now to see that f arises from an f as in the theorem, via an embedding of Q f into K λ .
2.3.
A remark on the case k = 2. It is natural to wonder whether Theorem 1.1 remains true in the case k = 2. In general it does not, for the following reason. By a famous theorem of Mazur [M, Prop. 5.12(ii) ], such a congruence holds for some cuspidal Hecke eigenform f ∈ S 2 (Γ 0 (p)) if and only if divides the numerator of (p − 1)/12. But p 2 − 1 = (p − 1)(p + 1), so it is possible for to divide p 2 − 1 (by dividing (p + 1)) without there being such a congruence, for example when p = 19 and = 5.
2.4.
A remark on the cases = 2 and 3. We are grateful to A. Ghitza for pointing out that, by [E, Lemma 1.9 (1)], the reduction map from
is surjective. Hence in the above proof, g is the reduction of some element g ∈ S k (Γ 1 (p), O λ ), even when = 2 or 3. Since g has trivial character, it is to be expected that often g will also have trivial character, and Ghitza showed us several examples where Theorem 1.1 seems to work even for = 2 and 3. But, whether or not it ever happens, we are in general unable to exclude the possibility that g has non-trivial character (with trivial reduction, hence of -power order), and cannot be replaced by another g with trivial character. However, in the case that = 3 and p ≡ 2 (mod 3), there is no such non-trivial character of 3-power order, so we can extend the theorem to that case, at least. Note that Carayol's Lemma [E, Proposition 1.10] requires the irreducibility of the 2-dimensional Galois representation attached to g, which does not hold here.
Comparison with the Bloch-Kato formula for a partial zeta function
Let k, p, , λ and f = ∞ n=1 a n q n be as in Theorem 1.1, with also = p, and let K = Q f . By a well-known theorem of Deligne [De] , there exists a continuous representation
p is a prime, and Frob q is an arithmetic Frobenius element, then
One can conjugate so that ρ f takes values in GL 2 (O λ ), then reduce (mod λ) to get a continuous representation ρ f = ρ f,λ : Gal(Q/Q) → GL 2 (F λ ). This is in general dependent on a choice of invariant O λ -lattice, but its irreducible composition factors are well-defined.
It follows then, from the Brauer-Nesbitt theorem (and > 2) and the Cebotarev density theorem, that the composition factors of ρ f are the trivial one-dimensional module F λ and its Tate twist F λ (1−k).
By a well-known argument of Ribet [R1, Proposition 2.1], it is possible to choose the invariant O λ -lattice in such a way that ρ f is realised on a space V such that
is independent of the choice of v, and is non-zero because the extension is non-split. Let i :
be the inclusion (which depends on a choice of uniformiser in the case that λ is ramified), and
) is trivial, so that i * is injective and d = 0. We would like to say that d belongs to a Bloch-Kato Selmer group, which we therefore now define. Following [BK, Section 3] 
Here D q is a decomposition subgroup at a prime above q, I q is the inertia subgroup, and the cohomology is for continuous cocycles and coboundaries. For q = let
(See [BK, Section 1], or [Fo, §2] , for the definition of Fontaine's ring
There is a natural exact sequence
for all primes q. Note that since = 2 we may omit q = ∞. More generally, given a finite set Σ of primes with / ∈ Σ, we define
, for all such q, then one deduces from [Br, Lemma 7.4] 
fact this is a direct consequence of the second part of [DFG, Proposition 2.2] . As a Q -module for Gal(Q/Q), K λ (1 − k) is simply a direct sum of copies of Q (1 − k), in fact following through the definitions shows that
, so projection to some factor gives us a non-zero element of H 1 {p} (Q, (Q /Z )(1 − k)). Now we start again, to arrive a different way at a non-zero element in H 1 {p} (Q, (Q /Z )(1− k)). Let ζ Σ (s) be the partial Riemann zeta function, with the Euler factors at primes q ∈ Σ omitted. The following is a reformulation of the -part of the Bloch-Kato conjecture, as in (59) of [DFG] , similarly using the exact sequence in their Lemma 2.1.
We omit the definition of the Tamagawa factor Tam 0 ((Q /Z )(k)), but note that (assuming > k), its triviality is a direct consequence of [BK, Theorem 4 .1(iii)]. The above instance of the Bloch-Kato conjecture is actually known to be true, by [BK, Theorem 6 
) contains a non-zero element. (For this we do not even need to note that for > k we have
. But for those with
| (p k − 1) (the main concern of this paper), the existence of a non-zero element in H 1 {p} (Q, (Q /Z )(1 − k)) may seem a little simpler. There is an exact sequence
, which is the torsion part of H 1 f (Q p , Z (k)), whence the exact sequence implies that | #H 1 {p} (Q, (Q /Z )(1 − k)). But while the triviality of H 0 (Q, (Q /Z )(k)) is a simple consequence of > k (which implies ( − 1) k), that of H 1 f (Q, Q (k)), a consequence of the finiteness of H 1 f (Q, (Q /Z )(k)), is much deeper.
What Proposition 3.1 shows is that such an element (of H 1 {p} (Q, (Q /Z )(1−k))) can also be obtained, via Ribet's construction, from the congruence in Theorem 1.1. If this were a case of the Bloch-Kato conjecture that was not already known to be true, this construction would provide some evidence. (This is exactly what happens in some other cases, e.g. the work of Brown on congruences between SaitoKurokawa lifts and non-lifts [Br] .) In some sense then the Bloch-Kato formula makes sense of the existence of the congruence.
Thinking back to §2.3, we should observe that when k = 2 it is possible for there to be a non-zero element in H 1 {p} (Q, (Q /Z )(1 − k)), whose existence is guaranteed by (1), but which does not arise from a congruence as above, for example when p = 19 and = 5. If k ≥ 4 and > k, then (1) shows at least that if 
Alternative proofs of theorems of Billerey and Menares
The following is a reformulation of [BM, Conjecture 0.3] . We have also weakened their condition > k + 1 to > k, and included an extra condition that N . Condition (2) automatically excludes the possibility that | N , but this seems difficult to justify, in fact Example 5.8 below suggests that we should not exclude | N (though in that example < k).
Conjecture 4.1. Consider an even integer k ≥ 4, a square-free positive integer N (with set Σ N of prime divisors) and a prime > k, with N . There exists a weight k newform f = q + n≥2 a n q n for Γ 0 (N ), satisfying the congruence
where λ | in Q({a n }), if and only if
(1) ord
The necessity of these conditions (under the assumption N ) is Theorem 4.1 of [BM] . Condition (2) may be written in the form (1
(mod ), and thereby viewed as an analogue of Ribet's level-raising condition. Its necessity is proved in the same way as in [R2, (2. 2)], by considering the characters occurring in the (mod ) Galois representation attached to f , restricted to a decomposition group at p. The proof in [BM] of the necessity of Condition (1) (assuming Condition (2)) is by an argument of Swinnerton-Dyer [SD, Lemma 8] , applied to a certain Eisenstein series of level N , rather than level 1 as in [SD] . We offer now a completely different proof of the necessity of Condition (1) (independent of Condition (2)).
Proposition 4.2. Given an even integer k ≥ 4, a square-free positive integer N (with set Σ N of prime divisors) and a prime > k such that N , suppose that there exists a weight k newform f = q + n≥2 a n q n for Γ 0 (N ), satisfying the congruence a q ≡ 1 + q k−1 (mod λ) for all primes q N ,
Proof. Let K = Q({a n }). Let K λ be the completion at λ, with ring of integers O λ .
Assuming the congruence, we may apply Ribet's construction to get a non-zero element of
is isomorphic to a direct sum of a number of copies of (Q /Z )(1−k), we therefore have a non-zero element of H 1 Σ N (Q, (Q /Z )(1 − k)). Looking back at Conjecture 3.2, and the discussion following it, we see that for > k it is a consequence of a theorem of Bloch and Kato that
Hence ord
The sufficiency of Conditions (1) and (2) in Conjecture 4.1 is not known. (Again the case k = 2 is different, as discussed in [BM, Section 4] following Ribet [R3] .) Billerey and Menares [BM, Theorem 4 .3] prove a result in which "newform" is replaced by "eigenform" (for all T q for primes q N and U p for primes p | N ). Their proof is similar to our proof of Theorem 1.1, except that whereas we use an Eisenstein series of level p, they use one of level N , arranged to have constant terms divisible by at all cusps. This is quite a bit more difficult at composite level than at prime level, so we offer a different proof, starting from our Theorem 1.1. That we actually do not need to use Condition (2) is an indication of how far this falls short of proving Conjecture 4.1. Proposition 4.3. Given an even integer k ≥ 4, a square-free positive integer N and a prime > k, suppose that ord
Then there exists a weight k eigenform g = q + n≥2 b n q n for Γ 0 (N ), satisfying the congruence
where λ | in Q({b n }).
Proof. Thanks to Condition (1), we may choose a prime p 0 | N such that ord ((p k 0 − 1)(B k /2k)) > 0. Now take f as in the conclusion of Theorem 1.1 (with p = p 0 ). The only problem with f is that it might not be an eigenvector for the U p with p | N . First we replace f by the normalised newform f in the same class. This f is of level either 1 or p 0 . In the latter case, f is already an eigenvector for U p0 . In either case, let p | N be a prime such that f is not an eigenvector for
, the effect on the Dirichlet series is to multiply it by (1 − αp −s ). By considering the effect of U p on q-expansions, we see that g is an eigenvector for U p , with eigenvalue β. It is still an eigenvector for those U p and those T q (q = p) for which f was an eigenvector. This g may not yet be an eigenvector of U p for all primes p | N , but we repeat the process until it is.
As already noted, it is not necessary to assume Condition (2) for the above proposition. For a newform (which is what we really want) the eigenvalue of U p would be ±p (k/2)−1 . Examination of Billerey and Menares's proof (which uses Condition (2)) reveals that their eigenform actually has eigenvalue of U p congruent to ±p (k/2)−1 (mod λ). We can get the same if we assume Condition (2), which is equivalent to (1 − X)(1
We simply choose α, in the above proof, to be whichever root is congruent to p k/2 , noting that
We are grateful to an anonymous referee for pointing out that in Proposition 4.3 Γ 0 (N ) may be replaced by any congruence subgroup of Γ 0 (p), and essentially the same proof applies.
5. Examples 5.1. Mersenne primes. In seeking numerical examples, it is natural to consider first the smallest possible choice of p, namely p = 2. Moreover, if = 2 p0 − 1 is a Mersenne prime then | 2 k − 1 for any k that is a multiple of p 0 , hopefully leading to some examples with relatively small k.
Theorem 5.1. Let M p0 = 2 p0 − 1 be a Mersenne prime for some odd prime p 0 . For any integer m ≥ 1, there exists a normalised eigenform f ∈ S 2mp0 (Γ 0 (2)), and some prime ideal λ|M p0 in the field of coefficients Q f , such that a q ≡ 1 + q 2mp0−1 mod λ for all odd primes q, if and only if
Proof. First suppose that
, by direct application of [IR, Proposition 15.2.4 ]. (They describe this proposition as "often attributed to J. C. Adams". It seems to be part of the statement of Kummer's congruences.) Since | 2 k − 1, as noted above, we have ord ((2 k −1)(B k /2k)) > 0, hence the congruence, by Theorem 1.1. Now suppose that
It follows that ord (2 Corollary 5.2. With p 0 > 3 and M p0 prime, there exists a form f , satisfying the required congruences, lying in S 2p0 (Γ 0 (2)).
Proof. The quantity
is clearly greater than 1 when p 0 > 3, so that m = 1 is always a valid choice.
Notice that if p 0 = 3 then M3−1 6 = 1 and so no possible value for m exists. We shall exclude this case from now on. We consider only weights of the form 2mp 0 , since the weight must be even. Also note that
is necessarily an integer, by Fermat's Little Theorem. = 3, so as long as m ≡ 0 mod 3 we are guaranteed the existence of a normalised eigenform f ∈ S 10m (Γ 0 (2)) such that (for all odd primes q) a q ≡ 1 + q 10m−1 mod 31.
In particular take m = 1. Then one checks easily that dim(S 10 (Γ 0 (2))) = 1, so there is a unique normalised eigenform contained in this space. It has q-expansion: q + 16q 2 − 156q 3 + 256q 4 + 870q 5 + · · · and one verifies immediately that:
−156 ≡ 1 + 3 9 mod 31 870 ≡ 1 + 5 9 mod 31 and so on, observing directly the congruences a q ≡ 1 + q 9 mod 31, guaranteed by the above corollary, for as many odd primes q as one cares to check.
For the choice m = 2 we find that dim(S 20 (Γ 0 (2))) = 2, and there are two normalized eigenforms with q-expansions:
The second of these visibly satisfies the congruence a q ≡ 1 + q 19 mod 31 for the first few odd primes q.
For the case m = 3 we find that none of the normalised eigenforms in S 30 (Γ 0 (2)) satisfies the congruence, in accord with Theorem 5.1.
Example 5.4. Take p 0 = 7 (giving the Mersenne prime M 7 = 127). We easily see that M7−1 14 = 9, so as long as m ≡ 0 mod 9, we are guaranteed the existence of a normalised eigenform f ∈ S 14m (Γ 0 (2)) such that (for all odd primes q) a q ≡ 1 + q 14m−1 mod 127.
In particular, take m = 1. Then dim(S 14 (Γ 0 (2))) = 2 and we have two normalised eigenforms with q-expansions:
It is the second of these that satisfies the congruence a q ≡ 1 + q 13 mod 127 for all odd primes q.
Harder gives an example with p = 3, k = 10 and = 61 [H, Section 2.9] . We are grateful to an anonymous referee for encouraging us to present further examples with p = 2.
Example 5.5. Take p = 13, k = 4. We find B k /2k = −119 = −7 · 17, so = 7 or 17. The computer package Magma tells us that S 4 (Γ 0 (13)) is 3-dimensional, spanned by newforms f = q − 5q 2 − 7q 3 + 17q 4 − 7q 5 + 35q 6 − 13q 7 − 45q 8 + 22q 9 + 35q 10 − 26q 11 + · · · and g = q+aq 2 +(−3a+4)q 3 +(a−4)q 4 +(a−2)q 5 +(a−12)q 6 +(11a−10)q 7 +(−11a+4)q 8 +(−15a + 25)q 9 + (−a + 4)q 10 + (12a + 34)q 11 + · · · , where a = (1 ± √ 17)/2. If f = ∞ n=1 a n q n and g = ∞ n=1 b n q n then one easily checks that a n ≡ σ 3 (n) (mod 7) for all n ≤ 11, and b n ≡ σ 3 (n) (mod λ) for all n ≤ 11, where (17) = λ 2 in Q(a). Note that a ≡ 9 (mod λ).
Example 5.6. Take p = 7, k = 6. Now (7 6 − 1)B 6 /12 = 1634/7 = 2 · 19 · 43/7. Then S 6 (Γ 0 (7)) is 3-dimensional, spanned by newforms where a = (9 ± √ 57)/2. If f = ∞ n=1 a n q n and g = ∞ n=1 b n q n then one easily checks that a q ≡ 1 + q 5 (mod 43) for all primes q ≤ 23, except for q = 7, which divides the level. Also, b q ≡ 1 + q 5 (mod λ) for all primes q ≤ 23, except for q = 7, where (19) = λ 2 in Q(a). Note that a ≡ 14 (mod λ). Further, one may check that for all primes q ≤ 101 except q = 7 and q = 2, we have b q ≡ 1 + q 5 (mod 2 = λλ ), even though 2 does not satisfy the condition > 3. In fact, if we let λ be the divisor of (2) such that a ≡ 0 (mod λ) then we have b q ≡ 1 + q 5 (mod q) for all primes q ≤ 101, except q = 7. Since g is a Hecke eigenform, it follows from this (or can be checked directly) that b n ≡ σ 5 (n) for all integers 1 ≤ n ≤ 101 such that 7 n. Since in this case the existence of the congruence is not guaranteed by Theorem 1.1, we would like to prove it by applying Sturm's theorem [St] , which shows that two modular forms with all Fourier coefficients up to some bound satisfying a congruence, satisfy it for all Fourier coefficients. The condition 7 n may appear to be a problem, but, as pointed out by a referee, this can be fixed by a trick involving a character twist. Let χ be the quadratic character of conductor 7. Then χ(n)b n ≡ χ(n)σ 5 (n) for em all integers 1 ≤ n ≤ 101. These are Fourier coefficients for forms g χ and E χ,χ,1 6
